Photomedicine: lessons from the Smith-Lemli-Opitz syndrome.
The Smith-Lemli-Opitz syndrome (SLOS) is an autosomal recessive disorder caused by a discrete block in the cholesterol biosynthetic pathway. Recognition of the metabolic basis of this condition has bought into focus knowledge from fields as diverse as clinical genetics, sterol biochemistry, foetal nutrition, and experimental teratology, resulting in a rush of new insights in these fields. Unfortunately, late recognition of photosensitivity as part of this syndrome has largely excluded photodermatologists and photobiologists from the recent frenzy of research in this disorder. However, clinical features of this new inherited photosensitivity syndrome have now been established, and monochromator light testing has confirmed it to be a UVA-mediated condition. Current knowledge concerning photosensitivity in SLOS is reviewed and future research into the pathogenesis of this disorder is discussed.